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Play — a short guide for parents “ For a small child there is no division 

between playing and learning; between the things he or she does ‘ just for 

fun’ and things that are ‘ educational.’ The child learns while living and any 

part of living that is enjoyable is also play. Penelope Leach (psychologist and 

author) I believe that children can explore their world, take risks, make 

mistakes, learn new concepts and develop life skills as they play. Play 

enables children to use their imaginations, develop creative thinking and 

start to express themselves. It has been said that play offers choice, control 

and freedom within reasonable boundaries and thus helps children develop 

emotionally, physically and intellectually. “ As astronauts and space 

travelers children puzzle over the future; as dinosaurs and princesses they 

unearth the past. As weather reporters and restaurant workers they make 

sense of reality; as monsters and gremlins they make sense of the unreal. " 

Gretchen Owocki (childhood educator) During the ‘ early years’ (0-5yrs) the 

child’s brain is developing, making connections and creating a network of 

skills that are built on throughout their lives. At 5 years old a child has learnt 

all the basic skills needed to survive (e. g. walking, talking, muscle/body 

control). To help children develop these skills we need to provide different 

play opportunities and environments (i. e. time, space and resources). “ 

Children need the freedom and time to play. Play is not a luxury. Play is a 

necessity. " Kay Redfield Jamison (professor of psychiatry) It is important to 

both play together with your child and also allow them to play on their own. 

Playing with your child shows you care for and love them and they will feel 

special receiving your attention. Playing on their own helps children become 

well-rounded individuals who are happy whether they're in small groups, 
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large crowds or alone and don't need to count on others for their happiness 

and entertainment. Babies and young children are learning all the time. They

learn through looking, listening, touching, tasting, investigating, exploring, 

experimenting and through playing and talking. tasting a range of flavours 

such as those in fruit, milk, vegetables and bread investigating things that 

open, close, float, sink, twist and turn Our play equipment includes: Treasure

Basket Jigsaws Kitchen Set Doctors Set ‘ ELC HappyLand’ Sensory Ball Pool 

Chalk Board Bricks & Blocks Multi-cultural Dolls Airport Set Dinosaurs Ride-

Alongs Climbing Frame Trampoline See-Saw Books Games Farm Marble 

Shoot Baby Toys Train Set Garage & Vehicles Painting Play Dough Dressing 

Up Clothes Puppets Musical Instruments touching a variety of objects — 

hard, soft, bumpy, smooth, rough, cold and warm talking to other children 

and adults and to have their efforts rewarded looking at interesting things 

such as birds, animals, plants, trees, mobiles, shells, stones, boxes, tubes, 

mirrors exploring objects such as large boxes, things that make noises and 

things that move listening to a range of sounds such as songs, rhymes, 

jingles, stories and music playing for uninterrupted periods of time, alone or 

alongside others, with help from adults, and in their own way experimenting 

with water, sand, dough, paint, glue, and pens At Jeannies Jems we 

understand how important play is to all the young children in our care. We 

have many ways to facilitate your childs play including giving your child 

these opportunities… 
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